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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Audience poll – how would you define “optimal” (hunt for the word “exciting”, then tell the Alan Hojer Snow Tire story).  “What do you perceive as the biggest obstacle or frustration for most planned giving officers?”  Common answers I hear are:Not enough money for marketing, or hiring more staff, etc.My boss (board/trustees, boss’s boss) can’t see the forest beyond the trees, meaning, all she wants to hear about are immediate and not deferred gifts!As valid as these issues are, I submit the biggest challenge we PGO’s have, at least those of us who specialize primarily in planned giving, is the fact that we more often than not end-up “spectating” as opposed to “facilitating” estate gifts.  What do I mean by that?  Well, simply put, how many of both your colleagues and especially your donors actually consider you, a planned giving officer working for a charity, as an initial, go-to, primary, or as one donor described me after we worked a large, amazing gift, “his first base coach” in the estate planning continuum? In other words, someone I should talk to first or at least early-on before any planning is discussed or drafted.  Doubtful, such is the case in most situations.Why do you think this is?  I submit there are several reasons



1. Centuries of tradition of how 
estate planning is done 

2. Misperceptions about the 
purposes of estate planning

3. Self-inflicted marketing wounds
4. Lack of knowledge about PGO 

capabilities:
 Externally – donors and advisors
 Internally – your own development 

team

5. Lack of a common vocabulary or 
“system”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strong current…Legal Zoom changing the landscapeMisperceptions: “Estate Planning: It’s all about Maximizing Assets to Heira. Neither the words “charity” nor “philanthropy” appeared once in the article!b. STUFF –is that really the main goal of estate planning?Self-Inflected: 	a. When I first arrived at SDSU…materials we had the first step was to do what?  	b. “12 Steps to Planning Your Estate” – guess which step calling the PGO was? 		1) After planning, call us.  Why do that?  		2) In order to be in legacy society!  Really?(Obvious)Lack of system: (Next slide)



8 Habits of Successful Gift Planners

Maintain a sense of urgency & 
commitment about your mission

Never do for a donor 
what you wouldn’t 

for a parent

Be 
Systematic 
about your 

work

Technically 
Competent

Protect 
good name 
of charity

Sharpen 
the Saw 

Daily

Direct 
Planning 

to IMPACT

Be a 
resource to 

others

Article by Roger Ellison in Planned Giving Today™

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 MINUTESAbout 10 years ago, Roger Elison wrote a very excellent article…Roger tried to cover each habit and for seven of the eight, I think he did an outstanding job.  What left me wondering from this article was the habit regarding being Systematic about your work.  Beyond time management and just having your stuff together, what did that really mean?  And after all, how can something as fluid and seemingly obscure as planned giving be made “systematic”?When I took the CAP course…FFF (don’t digress about CAP course)…I thought, “I bet I could apply this to my job and it would work well.”  	I’m pleased to provide this system to you.  Now a couple disclaimers	1) Primarily for the specialist PGO	2) MARF (shell that holds the meat in the taco)



Why use these particular stages?

Identification

Pursue 
for 

Rapport 
Visit

Rapport 
Visit

Concept
Visit

Evaluation Gift 
Planning Implement

1. Same planning pattern wealth holders are already used to 

2. Establishes the PGO as a legitimate resource 
3. Creates a uniform language for staff and supervisors
4. Paces the conversation and journey 

5. Lessens the temptation to rush things 
6. Not for donors communicating or giving through 3rd parties
7. It works!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 MINUTESWhen I started in planned giving…I didn’t understand there is a “process”…I thought I had to have an illustration hatched in my first visit!Let’s talk about this system’s attributes (– go over bullets)	1. Same planning pattern…	2. Establishes PGO…		a. As I said in the opening, this is our biggest challenge, bar-none!	3. Creates a uniform language…	4 & 5. Paces/Lessens… 		a. You’re at a coffee shop, having your initial discussion with Joe and before your coffee has cooled-down enough to take a sip, he askes you a question about CRT’s.  What do you do?  When I was a rookie and also experienced, I would just go down that rabbit trail… 20 minutes later I’m in my car driving away wondering how the conversation got away from me.  We never really got to the topic of estate planning, philanthropic interests, and whatnot.  No, he heard me wax eloquent about CRT’s and we both realized that’s not what he wants.  He bought my coffee and “See you later!”		b. Imagine a doctor receiving a patient who blurts out in the first 10 minutes that his brother is on “Avantrix”…			1) Doc knows to discipline the conversation to its proper “Stage”			2) First wants to listen to their heart – so you too, listen to their heart



Stage I: Identification
 People identified by colleagues, 
marketing, analytics, etc. 

 People you do not yet have a 
green-light to approach 

When appropriate, go to Stage II

 Keep a running list & monitor it

 Return to list if failure in latter 
stages (recycle)

Identification

Pursue 
for 

Rapport 
Visit

Rapport 
Visit

Concept
Visit

Evaluation Gift 
Planning Implement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 MINUTESMarriage Analogy – “Will you make us an heir of your estate?” is akin to “Will you marry me?” (Tarnside)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Tarnsiding” to a higher level in the organization, not necessarily to a planned gift.AWARE = diamond ring?  = slow down!TAKING – Mrs. White holding dinner parties and not yet in our legacy society?



Just ask for an “exploratory conversation”
You don’t have to hit a home run in one visit
Perhaps ask a colleague to help sell the visit
Proceeding forward will be a mutual decision

Getting on base
is the hardest 

part.  

Identification
Pursue 

for 
Rapport 

Visit

Rapport 
Visit

Concept
Visit

Evaluation Gift 
Planning Implement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 MINUTESQUESTION: “Do you know what the hardest task and most difficult skill is to develop in all athletic endeavors?”     ANSWER: “Hitting an MLB-level baseball and getting on base.”So how do you get that first visit?  Well, that’s why in our shop we try to determine the donor’s Tarnside Score and Motivation first – a SYSTEM.  If we gauge it right, we may introduce the idea of a conversation various ways, but the usual “line”, if you will, is to simply as for an “exploratory conversation”.  Saying something like “I don’t know if I can help you,” should be used judiciously, but it does put the donor at ease.IT’S JUST LUNCH dating service = “an exploratory conversation”



Big Picture Questions: Listen for Story
 Identify the Most Trusted Advisor 
“Go Shallow”, or “Go Deep”? 
 If “Go Deep”, share a sample 
Discovery Agreement Memo 

“Tell me about 
your family.”

“What are the most 
exciting outcomes of 
your present plan?”

What gifts have given you the most 
satisfaction?”

“Was charitable 
planning a driving 
factor in the 
discussion?”

“If I could show you a way…?”

Identification

Pursue 
for 

Rapport 
Visit

Rapport 
Visit

Concept
Visit

Evaluation Gift 
Planning Implement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 MINUTESThis is the most important step in the process and one that you may find yourself repeating several times with the same donor if not done well, or if circumstances interfere down the road that may or may not be out of your control.Keep things “Macro”.  Don’t say, “well, other people I worked with did a CRT – it went like this…”  	SCENARIO: 7 minutes in to the visit, “The other 3 guys in my foursome have one of these CRT’s(?).  What do you think of ‘em?”		1) Discipline the conversation to the stage (like the doctor and the patient wanting an immediate prescription)What’s going to happen 10 minutes after you leave?  (MTA)  One of two responses from MTA: 	1) “That’s interesting!  I look forward to seeing what he/she comes-up with.”	2) “You don’t need him/her.  That’s why you pay me!”		So how do you get ahead of this objection? = Differentiate			1) Bob has us in his will already: “Tell me, Bob, did you plan for the charitable outcomes before determining the amounts %?”			2) (Snow tire question)			3) Did you take the “Slice the Pie” approach that has the charitable gifts competing with inheritances, or the G-2 one?”			John Payne storyDAM: If we work together…this is the service I provide…as one supporter said, “You were like my 1st Base Coach”.  - to do that I differentiate myself, since no one is providing a DAM for them.  If they’re non-plussed, fine (shallow)!



“Through” a charity (verbs)
 Purpose(s) firmly identified, a dollar 

amount set to achieve it, then 
strategy developed
 “Philanthropy” is a driving factor
 Key words to affect a specific purpose 

or impact:
Preserve (a historic site)
Change (the way something is done)
Cure (a disease)
Enhance (scope of a program)
Minister (to orphans and refugees)

“To” a charity (nouns)
 Purpose loosely identified with little-

no input from the charities other than 
their tax number and address

 “Charity” a day-two discussion (if not 
an afterthought)

 Recognize most donors, even those 
with “through” interests, also have 
“to” causes they wish to support

Identification

Pursue 
for 

Rapport 
Visit

Rapport 
Visit

Concept
Visit

Evaluation Gift 
Planning Implement
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Presentation Notes
2 MINUTESCite DAM exampleThis is “OPTIMAL” estate planning



“Going Deep” at Stage IV: the CONCEPT 
Visit
Goal is to walk away knowing their 
“Concept” (what they want to fix, 
accomplish, or avoid)

 Review answers given at Stage III

May elect to use a FACT FINDER 

 Establish and clarify goals

 Identify obstacles & resources

 Gauge their timing and urgency

 Explain Stages VI-VII 

The 5 “P’s”
•People
•Philanthropy
•Professionals
•Properties
•Plans

Identification

Pursue 
for 

Rapport 
Visit

Rapport 
Visit

Concept
Visit

Evaluation Gift 
Planning Implement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 MINUTESWhat’s the big difference between the Rapport visit and the Concept visit?  The whole point of the concept visit is that the donor grants you permission to ask probing questions about the 5 P’s in order to help you determine if you can add a different or enhanced perspective to their planning.  Without this permission, you’re back to Stage 3.Folks, this could take a year at this stage – hopefully not.  You’ve got to establish/clarify these goals before you move on to solutions.    Bring out a sample DAM once again, review the contents and use it as the catalyst for “filling in the blanks”	1) PLANS is the last “P”



1) Determine if, or when the prospect will be ready for Stage VI.
 If not, what role will you have with them moving forward?
 If yes, do we have a target date for implementation?

2) Rate their readiness level: 1 Highest/5 Lowest

3) What are strengths & weaknesses of current plan?

4) Necessary revision, or just tweak a few things?

6) What is the receptivity of other advisors?

7) Create a draft proposal, noting what info you still lack.

Identification

Pursue 
for 

Rapport 
Visit

Rapport 
Visit

Concept
Visit

Evaluation Gift 
Planning Implement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 MINUTESThis is like being a 3rd Base Coach and having a runner on 2nd base in scoring position.  You have to judge when to send him all the way home and when to stand still.  If the donor is not ready/willing to commit to set a target date or timeframe to implement a plan, don’t move to Stage 6.  Find out what is causing the hesitancy because once you head to Stage 6, you’ll get hung-up and never progress further.Honestly assessing your credibility (see Trust equation) will prevent disaster.  So will determining how and when you should approach the MTA.  A draft DAM or Crescendo illustration might be a very effective tool for you to get your thoughts together.  If there are gaps, its okay to fall back to Stage 4.



Rating and Improving Readiness 
Level

1 is High; 5 is Low

If Low Readiness Level:
 Don’t yet proceed to Stage VI
 Ask for advice from colleagues
 Campus or facility tour
 Special event
 Visit with CEO or board member
 Perhaps its something out of 
everyone’s control, i.e. pending 
surgery or an upcoming vacation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 MINUTE



1) Goal is to create a proposal:
 Crescendo™ or PG Calc™  
 Discovery Agreement Memo

2) Go over proposal with donor
 Design so he/she can explain 
and, if necessary, defend it

3) Integrate Most Trusted Advisor 
into the discussion early-on

Identification

Pursue 
for 

Rapport 
Visit

Rapport 
Visit

Concept
Visit

Evaluation Gift 
Planning Implement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 MINUTESIf you’ve done Stages 4 & 5 well, then Stages 6 & 7 should start to fall into place quite easily.  Buy-in by the donor is critical.  Buy-in by the MTA is helpful.  If you suspect the MTA may have objections, better be sure you address them through the donor, meaning he or she needs to be passionate about the plan or proposal you’ve developed and not just for the plans sake, but for the IMPACT the plan will have on others through your charity.The beauty of the DAM is this is what they want to accomplish philanthropically and family-wise.  If another advisor says the plan is not right, that advisor is going to have to answer to the donor with a better way to accomplish these goals and considerations.One of my favorite examples of this was (John and Joyce Webb or Ed Crozier story)



Discovery Agreement 
Memo

I. GOALS & OBJECTIVES
A. CHARITABLE

1. “Through” Gifts
2. “To” Gifts

B.   FAMILY/PEOPLE

II. CURRENT SITUATION
A. Present Estate Plan
B. Property – Estate Inventory

III. ISSUES & CONSIDERATIONS 
(Amplify/Elaborate section I)

IV. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED PLAN
A. Overview 
B. Mechanics of Implementation

V. ILLUSTRATION (flow chart)



Practical Tips and Suggestions
 If stuck, ask for advice

 Know how to differentiate yourself 
effectively 

 Share stories with colleagues

Market the PGO as a resource

 Be sure donor(s) love proposal and can 
defend it if/when challenged

Identification

Pursue 
for 

Rapport 
Visit

Rapport 
Visit

Concept
Visit

Evaluation Gift 
Planning Implement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 MINUTESNot much to say on IMPLEMENTATION.  If this isn’t almost automatic, something went awry long beforehand.TIPS AND SUGGESTIONSYou may need to have a chat with your PG vendor about what it is exactly that you’re trying to sell.  If its planned gift vehicles or will planning, they can get that information almost anywhere in this internet age.  Sample bequest language is fine, as long as it is generic and not too specific.  Make the Mountain come to Muhammad if the donor or their advisor wants to do something beyond your general endowment.  Instigate an IMPACT conversation!And market yourself as a resource.  Don’t sell yourself short.  Share stories of you helped others in your gift planning magazine, etc.A word about the NOG conceptCLOSING STATEMENT: “The excitement we PGO’s create in an otherwise mundane, if not dreaded activity as estate planning, is the difference we make for people and the causes they hold so near and dear.  I hope this presentation, or even some nuggets gleaned from it, helps you to promote and incite “excitement” for your donors to create dynamic estate plans that truly transform lives in the noble work that you do!”
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